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Global Milk Supply

 EU-27: Flows rose by +2% in July (YTD +1.4%) and 
are likely to increase by about +1.8% in H2. 

 US: Collections rebounded strongly after 
contracting in the early part of Q2. Flows are 
+1.3% YTD and are expected to rise by +2% in H2. 

 NZ: The new season has started well with weather 
conditions favourable. Seasonal flows should 
increase by at least +2%.

 Summary: All supply side fundamentals look 
output positive and we expect milk flows 
globally to grow by 1.6% to 2% for the full 
year (YTD +1.5%).
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Global Demand
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Trade to developing markets stronger than expected, but weak foodservice demand is affecting EU and US consumption. Lower oil
and ore prices will impact buying power in the developing world.



Impact of COVID-19 on demand
 Generally, demand has proven a lot more robust than 

initially feared in late Q1/early Q2.

 Foodservice: The sector is recovering, though the rate of 
recovery has been slower than expected.

 Retail: Growth is strong but the rate of growth has eased 
and has not been enough to offset foodservice weakness.

 Exports: Exports have been good which has supported the 
market despite sluggish domestic consumption. 

 Total demand: Flat to weak – though ‘consumption’ is 
probably weaker than ‘buying activity’ due to stock-build. 
Overall, we estimate consumption is down 2% to 5% over 
the last 6 months.

 Challenges as we look out: Weak foodservice sector, 
impact of weaker economic growth on currency and 
buying power. Buyers may become more price sensitive. 
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Futures Pricing
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Largely stable at close to current price levels.



Summary

• Supply fundamentals will remain favourable into H2. Global milk flows for the year are likely to grow by 1.6% to 2%. 

• Retail demand growth is slowing, and foodservice continues to be weak. Global fat stocks are likely to build.

• US Government stimulus and buying continues to support their domestic market. 

• China continues to be a strong buyer, but Covid-19 appears to be promoting a stock holding policy.

• The USD has fallen to a two-year low. This has in effect increased export volumes (+21% in July) and decreased imports (-8% in 
July).

• The weak NZD currency is supporting the NZ milk price and thus supply but is also making GDT pricing competitive versus EU 
origin.

• EUR strength is affecting returns from key export markets, most notably UK and US. 

• Brexit and the US Presidential election will be two key political events.

• Oil and ore prices will be key factors in developing world demand.

• We are entering a historically crucial period of Q4/Q1 for dairy buying.

The market has proven resilient to date and outperformed many people's expectations.

We know with certainty that supply will be strong. Pricing will be driven by demand and the crucial Q4/Q1 
events. 
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